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indulge intemperately in luxuries they can ill afford. Sixty
years ago, exchequer receipts from income-tax and death-
duties were not much more than half those derived from the
five chief taxable items of consumption: ten years ago they
were twice as heavy. The receipts from these indirect taxes
were multiplied by four: those from direct taxes by sixteen.
This shifting of the burden indicates an important change
in social policy; but it would hardly be relevant to a study
of the social services if it did not bring with it a shifting also
of the benefits.
Sixty years ago, the lion's share of public expenditure was
on the fighting services and the national debt service; and
from these the direct benefit accrued mainly to the propertied
part of the nation, although it was arguable that the less rich
may also have derived an incalculable indirect benefit. The
annual cost of national defence, imperial expansion, and war
debt, was then three times the total sum spent out of both
national taxes and local rates on popular education and poor-
relief.
By 1931 the gross expenditure both national and local on
the principal statutory social services had risen to approxi-
mately the same level as the annual cost of defence and the
national debt. While national defence and debt expenditure
was multiplied by nine between 1888 and 1931, social-service
expenditure was multiplied by twenty-seven.
Defence, debt, and the social services increased simultan-
eously in cost; but over the fifty years 1888-1939 as a whole
the expansion was smallest on armaments and greatest on the
social services.
It was not that social services expanded at the expense of
defence. Far from it. The only substantial evidence of such a
conflict of policies, apart from the natural and normal rivalry
of spending departments all equally hard put to it to win
treasury approval, comes from the depression of 1921, and
even then it cuts both ways: for the dropping of an expensive
health minister and his housing programme was justified by
the cost of our Mesopotamian commitments, as much as the

